PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
The Planning & Development Department has a wide range of responsibilities. The department is in charge of all planning, zoning, building, traffic, road construction and engineering in Westerville.

ACTIVITY! Let’s see how well you know your way around Westerville! Using the City map on the opposite page, follow the directions below to locate and mark some of Westerville’s landmarks.

Draw a **PURPLE CIRCLE** around your school.

Trace a **GREEN LINE** along State Street.

Mark a **BLUE X** on City Hall and the Police Station.

Color a **RED TRIANGLE** around your house.

Draw a **YELLOW CIRCLE** around the Westerville Public Library.

Mark the nearest park to your house with an **ORANGE SQUARE**.

Put a **BROWN DOT** on the home of one of your friends.

Draw a **BLACK TRIANGLE** around Otterbein College.

Color the Hoover Reservoir **BLUE**.

Mark the Fire Station nearest to your house with a **RED SQUARE**.

**TRACE** the roads you take to go to school each morning.